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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Global Nine Services (also known as Global 9 Services and global9services.com) a vision by
Jeremy Smith, a platform for innovation, creativity and service to humanity. It is a project that
was started by Jeremy Smith and has changed and developed since 2006 and now focuses to
reduce the impact of hunger and create food security within communities in Kenya and
potentially Africa at large. The implementation of the vision is being carried out by men and
women with interest and capacity that is aligned to the vision holder. Community
participation is the core in realizing results for current and future generation.
Jeremy has travelled and worked intensively across the world and along the way acquired
knowledge and skills that he felt will be useful to many communities in the developing
countries. It is for this reason coupled with the desire to see equitable living of humanity that
drove him to start exploring ways of impacting the lives of vulnerable groups across the world.
Africa needed these skills more than anywhere else, and that prompted him to sacrifice his
life and resources towards attaining these goals.
The team has identified horticultural farming and using organic farming method as the best
tool to address inadequate income and food shortages. This has worked well in many parts
of the world. And with the weather conditions experienced in Africa, it is ideal in realizing
sustainable development in this region
Many organizations and individual have made concerted effort to address issues of poverty,
without addressing the issue of sustainability over dependency. Many projects thus collapse
once external funding is terminated. It is for this reason and more that the project puts a lot
of emphasis on training and local resource mobilization. Targeted farmers will not only
contribute by acquiring tools that have been locally designed, but also be in-charge of their
own farms. In this way, they will be participating in meeting the operational costs of the
project thus enhancing continuity.

1.1 Executive Summary
Africa is endowed with great wealth and untapped potential. Capacity building challenges
have hindered these opportunities from being comprehensively taken advantage of. It is one
of the main objectives of this organization to explore ways of educating the populace in the
targeted area that needs to grow and eat healthy food.
With 80% of all food consumed in the two counties of Kisumu and Vihiga, near Lake Victoria,
coming from the neighbouring counties, the organization seeks to provide enough incentives
to farmers to provide organic food and tap into the already existing market.
The project aims to not only train, but also use locally available resources to help farmers to
access and afford modern farming tools that will go a long way in improving farming practices
and production. Market research shows that growing food off season is the most effective
way of helping the farmers get maximum returns for their produce. The use of black netting
tunnel kits is the most effective way of practising off season planting, and therefore farm
produce are harvested when the prices are highest. In the past, farmers in these areas have
had to focus on growing during the long and short rainy seasons alone. The project seeks to
provide an alternative by teaching farmers how to harvest rain water when there is plenty
and using it for irrigation when there is none. The black netting tunnel technology helps to
reduce water evaporation thus minimising the amount needed.
Accessing initial capital for investing in modern farming has posed the single biggest problem
for most struggling families in Africa. This project seeks to fill the gap by partnering with other
agencies and individuals that can give soft loans to these poor farmers. The local banks are
willing to loan farmers’ part of the initial capital at the recommendation of the project
management.
For purposes of long term sustainability of this project, TOT (TRAINING OF TRAINNERS), on
site workshops will be held with the aim of ensuring that the project produces enough trained
individuals who will in turn train the rest of the community. Crops grown in demonstration
gardens and various farming equipment will be sold to offset some of the daily expensed.

2.0 Our Mission
To empower communities by giving informed choices to improve qualities of life
through integrated community development, with innovative farming methods and
capacity building.

3.0 Objectives
1. To offer new educational ideas for local farmers in innovative agricultural methods.
2. To encourage farming communities in Kenya to embrace technologies for enhanced
food production all year round without destroying the environment.
3. To promote fresh and nutritious food without the use of chemicals.
4. To introduce new farming technologies for a wide variety of agricultural produce.
5. To develop new processes of irrigation, soil amendments and the production of liquid
fertilizers.

3.1 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
1. To increase the number of farmers producing organic food crops in Kisumu and Vihiga
Counties of Kenya from 8% to 50% by the end of 2022.
2. To reduce the amount of food imported from neighbouring Counties to Kisumu and Vihiga
Counties from 80% to 40% by the end of 2022.
3. To increase the number of people embracing and using new technology of farming from 22%
to 50% by the year 2022.
4. To reduce poverty index from the current 60% to the national level of 48% by 2022.

3.1.2 Project Location and target population.
males

474,756

females

494,153

The project will be implemented initially in Kisumu County, about 40km East of Kisumu where
land is less expensive to buy. Kisumu is the third largest city in Kenya on the shores of Lake
Victoria. The city has an estimated population of 500,000, while the metropolitan region
comprising the city and its suburbs and satellite towns of Maseno, Kondele and Ahero was
estimated at over 1.5 million as of 2017.

The project will target to train 20 farmers (trainers of trainers {TOT}) who will in turn train 10
other community members each. On this new technology. This will bring the total number of
those trained to 200. With an average household consisting of an average of 7 persons, the
total number of direct beneficiaries with therefore be 1,400. We expect the multiple effect
to be felt far and wide. With each of the 200 trainees impacting on 50 people, this project
could bring the total number of direct and indirect beneficiaries to over 10,000 in the course
of 5 years.

4.0 PROJECT RATIONALE, INNOVATION AND JUSTIFICATION
Food security has been a major hurdle and challenge to many developing countries. Most
peasant farming communities still practice traditional seasonal farming. This is dependent on
regular seasonal rainfall which has now become unreliable due to climate change. The two
planting seasons can no longer be relied upon resulting in the lack of food security and in
some region, famine. Inadequate farming education and skills allow only the traditional crops
of maize, corn, sugar beet, beans and rice to be grown and gives poor nutritious diet.
We intend to spread the word about the implementation of new farming methods through
schools, colleges, universities, public forums, local radio broadcasting stations, local bazaars
and administrative authorities, i.e. local area chiefs and village heads men and women, word
of mouth and social media.
Poor eating habits account for over 50% of disease patterns in Sub-Saharan Africa. Most
farmers use artificial fertilizer and insecticides to grow their crops. These chemicals find their
way into food which poses a serious threat to people’s health and well-being.
It is thus prudent for communities to be equipped with knowledge and resources to be able
to grow healthy food. Organic farming is therefore not an option any more, but has become
a human necessity. No known research has been carried out to ascertain the percentage of
farmers and consumers of organic food. But from general observation, over 90% of people in
Kisumu and Vihiga counties do not grow or consume organic food.
Kisumu and Vihiga counties are heavy importers of horticultural produce and fruits. Over 80%
of all food consumed in a year is imported from Uasin Gishu, Kakamega, Nandi and other far
flung areas. There is therefore an opportunity and ready market for those farmers that will
be eligible for accessing this education and methodology. All the above issues not only makes
this project relevant, but also necessary for the residents of the targeted areas.

4.1 PROJECTS STRATEGY AND ACTIVITIES
The project target beneficiaries include families and communities in rural areas as
well as the development of urban farms. It will be community centred and will
utilize experience and new ideas and methods for the best practice and innovation in
the implementation processes. Functional and simple farming literacy will be used in

English and/or Swahili. All the forums will be participatory and will use the following
tested methodologies i.e. short lectures, videos, group discussions, role play,
simulations, case studies, songs, own experiences, schools, farming projects and
focus group discussions, and hands on experience on the demonstration farm. Below
is a list of activities we plan to carry out:
[a]
[b]
[c]
[d]
[e]
[e]
[f]
[g]
[h]
[h]

Conduct periodical community trainings on how to make Black Netting Tunnel Kits.
Conduct community trainings on Soil Preparation and Testing.
Conduct community trainings on preparations of Organic Liquid Fertilizer.
Conduct community trainings on Quality Seed Selection.
Conduct community trainings of Seed Bed Preparation and Planting.
Train farmers on Rain Water Harvesting and Storage.
Train the locals on Marketing of Produce.
Carry out trainings on basic book keeping and saving.
Hold community meetings with local leaders and community members in the area of
operation for purposes of creating awareness.
Hold consultative meetings with other stage holder (CBO’s, Banks, other NGO’s) with
an aim of striking understanding on areas of collaboration.

Note that the trainings will be conducted at the Demonstration Garden near Kiboswa close to
Kisumu and extension services and trainings and follow ups will be made in schools, farms,
(clients) homes and other institutions that we will be collaborating with.

5.0 PROJECT MONITORING AND EVALUATION
Regular meetings will be held by all those involved to monitor and evaluate the
project. Statistical data will be collected and recorded regarding the life cycle of
different crops such as tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, onions, garlic, etc., for a data
base that can be shared with interested parties for the benefit of all.
Different varieties of the same crop, such as tomatoes will be tested for quality, taste,
hardiness and resistance to diseases and best suited for the region.
Comparisons will be made to existing data on the Internet to see if other research is
authentic and realistic so that interested farmers can confidently approach banks
and other lending organisations knowing that repayments can be made as well as
supplying an income to the borrower.
[i]
[ii]
[iii]
[iv]
[v]
[vi]

Monthly reports will be written to be used as reference materials.
Photos / videos will be taken for every activity carried out.
A mid-term evaluation exercise will be undertaken after two years [2020] and
another one after 5 years [2023]
Lessons learnt will be incorporated during redesign after the mid-term evaluation.
Monthly plans of action will be developed and implemented against which the
monthly report will be written.
Annual development reports will be produced and shared amongst all stakeholders.

6.0 PROJECT BUDGET: This budget covers the cost to purchase a
piece of land from 2 to 5 acres and all that pertains from planting to
harvesting to marketing and equipment ascertaining to an
urban/rural farm for one year.
1. Planting of Vegetables
2. Harvesting of Vegetables
3. Development of Equipment for Urban/Rural Farm
o black netting tunnel kits
o soil technology equipment
o equipment for producing liquid fertilizer
o domestic biogas digester / composting
4. Marketing
o marketing of black netting tunnel kits
o marketing of farm produce
1. Planting - This will be done by using local labour on a full time or part time basis as
necessary.
2. Harvesting – again local labour will be used and if necessary extra help will be hired on a
part-time bases.
3. Development of Equipment for Urban/Rural Farm
The Black Netting Tunnel Kits will be produced at the urban farm’s workshop alongside the
soil treatment equipment and liquid fertilizer maker. Initially two netting tunnels will be
produced, one will be for experimental and research and the other will be for growing one
variety considered to be the best at the time.
Soil treatment for mixing and the steam cleaning of soils to eradicate harmful pests will be
made at the workshop and taken to the site for use as necessary as will the liquid fertilizer
maker.
Biogas is a good source of liquid fertilizer and gas for cooking. At this first phase a small
domestic Biogas Digester will be made that can be used on the farm in conjunction with
already stated equipment and to see which is better and more efficient.

4. Marketing
o Black Netting Tunnel Kits - to target local people surrounding the project by
inviting those interested to the project site to view the black netting tunnel kits
and related equipment. An out-reach program will be developed to visit
schools, agricultural colleges and universities, village farming communes, etc.
in the local area and later, further afield.
o Farm Produce – a number of market stalls will be made and positioned in
suitable places giving employment to local people. Restaurants and hotels will
be visited to suggest to them the fresh and tasty all year round farm produce
which they themselves can purchase by visiting us or by ordering online or by
phone for same day delivery.

Phase 1
Agricultural Development
and Sustainability









black netting tunnel kits
soil amendment technologies
liquid fertilizer production
domestic biogas
steam cleaning of soils
small acreage farming - drip irrigation
market stalls
farm buildings

Black Netting Tunnel Kits

The Black Netting Tunnel System

Advantages:







reduces the rays of the sun stopping plants from scorching and drying out too quickly
reduces the amount of water need to irrigate the plants
increases crop production per square metre of land making it suitable for small
farms
uses grow bags to stop disease and root competition
stops attack from birds and flying insects

Black Netting Tunnel Kits:
The Black Netting Tunnel System

Construction:








made from 25 mm diameter steel tubing, black netting and plastic tubing for the feet
each hoop is made in 4 pieces - 2m long and joined on site for ease of transportation
the hoops are placed at 2m intervals and are secured in the ground with plastic feet
to stop corrosion
joined to each other by nylon string and secured at each end to pegs in the ground
the netting is sewn together and can come in different percentage grades to filter
the sun's rays, thus reducing the heat and protecting from birds and insects
the hoops span at 5.4m and 2.25m high
the tunnel in the pictures is 10m long

black netting tunnel kit
(funding needed)

Soil Technology

steam cleaner (blue drum), liquid fertilizer maker (green drum), compost chamber(at the rear)

Soil Technology:
It is essential to amend the soil in many parts of Africa where there are the following soil
types:




black cotton soil
murram soil
sandy soil

These soils have too much clay and/or have little organic humus resulting in:




poor growth and low crop yields
poor water retention or flooding
root destruction when soil is dry

With no winters to destroy unwanted pests and diseases, soil bound insects will eat the roots
of western vegetables and multiply unchecked and attack the valuable crop.

Soil Technology (continued):
The amendment of soils can be solved by mixing different types of earth using clay, sandy and
silty soils and then steam cleaning the mixture. Mixing can be done by hand or mixer. The
pictures below shows the different types of soils and a compost chamber.

mixing soils with cement mixer

black cotton soil

sandy soil

compost chamber
(funding needed)

sugar cane waste

Domestic Biogas

Domestic Biogas System:
Type 1: Made from 200 litre plastic water drum turns kitchen organic waste into methane gas
for cooking and as a bi-product, liquid fertilizer. The digester could be enlarged by adding
more water drums. From half a bucket of kitchen organic waste gas for 20 minutes of cooking
time is produced.
Type 2: Below is a larger system using IBC tanks that can be used for domestic waste or farm
waste such as cow manure.

Purchase of Land

Land for Sale
Two to five acres can be bought depending on the price and budget. East of Kisumu, in Kenya,
land is relatively cheaper but yet is close enough to main road to take produce to market.
(funding needed)

Drip Irrigation
Drip irrigation is a proven technology that was developed in Israel some 60 years ago that has
transformed desert into farmland. A simple drip system can be installed to cover as little as
1/8th of an acre up to 60 acres and more using sophisticated computer operating systems.

Water Tower & Solar Pump

(funding needed)

Market Stalls
selling vegetables and bowls of fruit

(funding needed)

Shipping Container Building

(funding needed)

Version 1: Roof Construction and Downstairs Floor Plan

Version 2: Roof Construction and Downstairs Floor Plan

Version 2: Roof Construction and Upstairs Floor Plan

Plan of Downstairs 20ft Shipping Container

Two Storey Farm Building made from Mud
(Scenario 2 and 3 in the Budget)

Innovative farm building made in the traditional African way using wood frame and metal
tubing for structural strength and mud for the walls.
This design has a living / work space on the ground floor and is secure as there are no windows
on the outside at ground level.
This is an initial drawing to show the shape of the building that has a large roof suitable for
collecting rainwater for watering crops.

Version One – half size

Single Storey Farm Building made from Mud
(Scenario 1 in the Budget)

Innovative farm building made in the traditional African way using wood frame and mud for
the walls.
This design has a quadrangle inside as a living / work space and is secure as there are no
windows on the outside.
Light enters the building from above via a 4 x 4m square opening in the roof.

Phase 2
New Methods
relating to

Construction
and

Food Production
 dome homes
 farm biogas
 aquaponics

Dome Houses

Dome Houses
We are particularly interested in these small dome houses as a solution for slum areas as
they are inexpensive to build with now simple technology for the small business and/or
people with the do-it-yourself capabilities.
We are also interested in building farm biogas digesters with aircrete that would reduce the
amount of cement and time of construction.
We would like to invite founder of DomeGaia, Hajjar Gibran to Africa to show us how to
construct these dome houses in "Phase Two" of this project.

Farm Biogas Digesters

Aquaponics

closed water loop

grow beds (top left)

fish tanks (top right)

aquaponics greenhouse (below)

Aquaponics

Phase 3
Slum Area Development







education
sanitation
housing
renewable energies
job creation

Slum Area Development
While staying in Kenya, I saw many slum estates where people live in "mabati houses" made
of corrugated metal sheeting, with poor sanitation, open sewers run between the houses
where children play and people walk. When we asked the residents what they needed, most
said they wanted:





education
jobs
sanitation
better housing

Education is a right of all people. If the Governments of the world provided just one tenth of
what they spend on weapons of war there would be enough money to pay for everyone to
have free education to university level the world over. But instead they prefer to make war
instead of peace.
In many countries in Africa, people must pay for their children to go to school but yet many
cannot afford the school fees and many children remain at home! These children are the
future of the world who will look after you and other people when you are old!
"There are today 264 million children and youth not going to school – this
is a failure that we must tackle together, because education is a shared
responsibility and progress can only be sustainable through common efforts.
This is essential to meet the ambitions of Sustainable Development Goal on
education (SDG 4), part of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
Governments, schools and teachers have a frontline role to play here, handin-hand with students themselves and parents." UNESCO's 2017-18 Global Education
Monitoring Report.

Slum Area Development
New Approach to Education
This project is not about creating just another school that fails when funds run out but rather
it is a new approach to train parents and youth to take responsibility to run classes for children
who then in turn learn to continue the cycle of learning (see Ruhi Institute in Education
Section). This is part of a world wide program developed in a University in Columbia and is
being implemented around the world in cities, towns and villages.
Below are some photos of classes in different parts of the world where the teacher is
facilitating young children to learn to be World Citizens. You will notice that large buildings
are not necessary to hold a children’s class. If parents and youth are empowered, the more
successful will be results of building a united and loving world! It is enjoined on all of us to be
teachers of children! The old model of classes of 50 or more pupils is an impersonal and
inefficient way of educating children and youth which leads to many leaving school unable to
even read or write. They have little confidence and few skills and no understanding of what
it is to be a responsible adult and a moral human being whose purpose is to serve mankind.

Toddlers virtue class

children's class in Tanzania

class in New Zealand

El Paso, Mexico

junior youth classes

The key to slum development is education. When people become educated then they have
the chance to find employment or to develop their own businesses.

It must be stated here that at the present time, this new approach to education is not a
substitute to the existing system of schools, colleges and universities but rather to
compliment or run along-side mainstream education. However, if in a slum area children are
not attending school then parents could be approached to offer learning / training on how to
educate their children to become world citizens and learn a new consciousness of the
Oneness of Mankind which would lead to new ways of giving service to others.

Slum Area Development
Innovative Ideas relating to Sustainable Living
If one surfs the Internet there are almost numerous new ideas and gadgets relating to
sustainable living. However, in Slum Areas the main problem is one of density of population
and that people do not own the small dwelling that they live in.
In Kibera, in Nairobi there is a Government plan to replace the metal 'mabati' dwellings with
blocks of flats which in other countries have only serve to isolate people from each other.
Whether that is / will be the case in Nairobi, that remains to be seen. Often in such
development, street side shops are also demolished leaving no place to trade and run shops
this removing the means to earn a livelihood for many people.
However, another approach could be used to replace existing mabati houses with more
permanent small structures of two storeys and with the development of new sanitation ideas
of turning human waste into fertilizer and making space for urban farms, a more sustainable
estate could be constructed. To do this would require bringing together, government,
landlords, tenants, architects and construction workers.
Yet, another approach is for land to be made available near the existing estate if there is such
a place, where a new estate based on micro-housing and sustainable living could be
established. Such a scheme could use the agricultural and constructional ideas described
earlier in this project.
Before such a scheme could be developed there are ways to alleviate poor sanitation with the
examples below:
portable toilet (left), solar sceptic tank (right)

Education
&
Skill Training








Global Civilization
Sustainable Development
New Construction Methods
Soils Amendments
Fertilizer Production
Biogas
Aquaponics

Education & Skill Training

New Knowledge
We all know about the 5 outer senses but yet few know that we have 5 inner ones as well.
We develop our outer senses in the world of the womb for use in the contingent world. If we
only had one of these senses functioning, we would feel handicapped but yet schools mainly
focus only on one inner sense - that of memory. Therefore, we are handicapped as we have
little or no imagination, thought, comprehension and the common faculty developed.
There are three kinds of education: material, human and spiritual. To know more, enrol on
these courses.

Ruhi Institute
A series of courses concerned with the spiritual and moral empowerment of individuals to
enhance capacity for service. This main sequence of courses is for those 15 and older which
includes training to empower those wishing to teach children's classes.

Education & Skill Training

Aquaponics Training
Skill training is a vital part of Sustainable Development. The photos show a course I recently
attended at Biofarm in the West of England in the UK. This can be replicated in Kenya after
the development and experimentation of a small aquaponics grow house. This will take
place in Phase 2 of the project and will be funded by the sales in Phase 1.
Other training we will offer are:












soil technologies
liquid fertilizer production
new methods of growing vegetables
basic woodworking
basic metal working and welding
dome house construction using aircrete
shipping container housing design and methods of construction
environmental awareness and sustainability
solar cooking
renewable energies
waste management

Finances
 budget – fund raising
 income and expenditure scenarios
 investor incentives

G9S Global9services
Sustainable Development
Budget
item
black netting tunnel kit
water tower
hot wire jig
steam cleaner
liquid fertilizer maker
water tank (4000litrs)
water tank (1000litrs)
electric pump
welder / transformer
cement mixer
jiko / fire box
other tools and farm equipment
biogas - type 1
farm building - version 1
farm building - version 2
farm building - version 3
fencing per acre
drip irrigation per acre
compost chamber
market stall
miscellaneous equipment
sub-total

unit cost
388.00
213.00
20.00
117.00
40.00
350.00
150.00
200.00
250.00
1,600.00
50.00
500.00
100.00
2,000.00
10,000.00
25,000.00
763.00
2,500.00
44.00
100.00
500.00

land buy
land rent
property rental
Izuzu pickup - new
Izuzu pickup - 10 years old
Pickup 15-20 years old
insurance
fuel per month
drawings for CEO for # mths
drawings for CEO for # mths
drawings for CEO for # mths
drawings for salesperson for # mths
manager / gardener
manager / gardener
manager / gardener
welder / metalworker
night security guard - for 12 mths
casual labour
book keeper / secretary
book keeper / secretary
book keeper / secretary
audit
sub-total

3,500.00
50.00
450.00
31,000.00
15,000.00
7,500.00
700.00
120.00
250.00
350.00
450.00
175.00
100.00
200.00
250.00
180.00
250.00
100.00
100.00
200.00
300.00
1,000.00

total KSH
total - USD

qty
10
1

scenario 1
total USD
3,880.00
213.00

10
1
1

3,500.00
150.00
200.00

1

qty
10
1
1
1
1
10
1
1

scenario 2
total USD
3,880.00
213.00
20.00
117.00
40.00
3,500.00
150.00
200.00

1

50.00

1

10,000.00

qty
10
1
1
2
1
10
1
1

scenario 3
total USD
3,880.00
213.00
20.00
234.00
40.00
3,500.00
150.00
200.00

1
1
1
1

1,600.00
50.00
500.00
100.00

1
1
1
2
3
3

25,000.00
763.00
2,500.00
88.00
300.00
1,500.00
40,638.00

2,000.00

1

763.00

1

763.00

1
1
1

44.00
100.00
500.00
11,350.00

1
1
2

44.00
100.00
1,000.00
20,077.00

1

3,500.00

5

17,500.00

12
3

600.00
1,350.00

3

1,350.00

6
1

2,700.00
31,000.00

1

15,000.00

1
1
6
4

7,500.00
700.00
720.00
1,000.00

1
6

700.00
720.00

1
12

700.00
1,440.00

6

2,100.00
8
12

3,600.00
2,100.00

12
12
12
12

3,000.00
2,160.00
3,000.00
1,200.00

12
1

3,600.00
1,000.00
73,000.00

6

600.00
6

1,200.00

6

1,080.00

6

1,080.00

6
6

600.00
600.00

6

600.00

6

1,200.00

1

1,000.00
28,450.00

1
KSH

1,000.00
15,750.00

KSH
USD

scenario 1
2,710,000.00
27,100.00

scenario 2
4,852,700.00
48,527.00

scenario 3
11,363,800.00
113,638.00

Different Income-Expenditure Scenarios
of Products & Produce
Year 1:
Month 4-12
Income - products
netting tunnel
steam cleaner
sieve
grow bags (300)
seed trays and peat moss
hot wire jig
liquid fertilizer drum
water tower
market stall
Total Receipts

# of
retail
scenario 1 # of
items unit price
items
Totals
USD
USD
12
950.00
11,400.00
24
12
225.00
2,700.00
24
12
125.00
1,500.00
24
12
90.00
1,080.00
24
12
0.00
0.00
24
12
25.00
300.00
24
12
225.00
2,700.00
24
12
350.00
4,200.00
24
12
350.00
4,200.00
24
28,080.00

scenario 2 # of
items
Totals
USD
22,800.00
48
5,400.00
48
3,000.00
48
2,160.00
48
0.00
48
600.00
48
5,400.00
48
8,400.00
48
8,400.00
48
56,160.00

scenario 3
Totals
USD
45,600.00
10,800.00
6,000.00
4,320.00
0.00
1,200.00
10,800.00
16,800.00
16,800.00
112,320.00

Year 1:
Month 4-12
Payments - products
netting tunnel
steam cleaner
sieve
grow bags (300)
seed trays and peat moss
hot wire jig
liquid fertilizer drum
water tower
market stall
Total Payments

# of cost
scenario 1 # of
items price
items
Totals
USD
USD
388.00
12
4,656.00
24
117.00
12
1,404.00
24
76.00
12
912.00
24
50.00
12
600.00
24
0.00
12
0.00
24
12.50
12
150.00
24
111.00
12
1,332.00
24
224.50
12
2,694.00
24
216.00
12
2,592.00
24
14,340.00

scenario 2 # of
items
Totals
USD
9,312.00
48
2,808.00
48
1,824.00
48
1,200.00
48
0.00
48
300.00
48
2,664.00
48
5,388.00
48
5,184.00
48
28,680.00

scenario 3
Totals
USD
18,624.00
5,616.00
3,648.00
2,400.00
0.00
600.00
5,328.00
10,776.00
10,368.00
57,360.00

Closing Cash Balance
Year 1:
Month 4-12
Net Income - produce
tomatoes from first 5 tunnels
tomatoes from second 5 tunnels
Net Income (profit)
Year 1:
Month 4-12
Total Net Income (profit)
Products and Produce (profit)

USD

13,740.00

USD

# of w/sale unit scenario 1 # of
items sale price
items
Totals
USD
USD
3
620.00
12,030.00
4
3
620.00
12,030.00
4
24,060.00
scenario 1
Totals
USD
37,800.00

27,480.00

USD

54,960.00

scenario 2 # of
items
Totals
USD
15,440.00
5
15,440.00
5
30,880.00

scenario 3
Totals
USD
18,850.00
18,850.00
37,700.00

scenario 2
Totals
USD
58,360.00

scenario 3
Totals
USD
92,660.00

In the first table above (Budget) is a breakdown of the funds needed to set up different versions of
this project with different income scenarios.
The scenarios are options depending on the amount of money investors are prepared to invest.




Scenario 1 is the lowest amount needed where a single story wood framed mud house is
constructed measuring 10 x 10 metres with a quadrangle
Scenario 2 is a two story house made of wood and metal framed for structural strength with
walls made in a traditional African way using mud construction
Scenario 3 is a farm building with living and workshop space made from shipping containers
or of block / brick construction

In the second table above you will notice three different scenarios about income.




Scenario 1 shows that the project can be established with less sales for one year. Income is
forecast within 4 - 6 months from the sale of products and produce judging by the interest
already shown.
Scanario 2 and 3 shows the potential to earn money that can then be used to start new pilot
projects in new areas. In fact, there is no limit to its potential to multiply...all we need is the
good will of people to help with the starting capital.

I know there are many other good causes that are needing money and I am not asking you sell your
house as I did myself to get to this point of development. Ten US dollars is the minimum investment,
and there is no limit to the maximum. So to encourage you to invest I now wish you to view the third
table. This shows the returns to you on your investment depending on the yearly net profit of the
project. It is made on a sliding scale. The more profit the higher the percentage return to the investor.

Investor Incentive
USD
investment
100,000.00
1,000.00
500.00
100.00

company yearly profit threshold
percentage return to investor
profit for investor
profit for investor
profit for investor
profit for investor
profit for g9s

10,000.00 30,000.00 50,000.00 75,000.00 100,000.00
5
10
20
30
40
5,000.00 10,000.00 20,000.00 30,000.00 40,000.00
50.00
100.00
200.00
300.00
400.00
25.00
50.00
100.00
150.00
200.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
40.00
5,000.00 20,000.00 30,000.00 45,000.00 60,000.00

